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Chamonix to Zermatt, Mont Blanc to the Matterhorn – in two weeks of
mountain travel you will see the greatest collection of 4000m peaks in the
Alps and visit some of the
most spectacular valleys.
This classic walker's route is one of the most beautiful mountain treks in
Europe. Usually walked within two weeks, it is more than 180km long,
crosses 11 passes and gains more than 12,000m in height, and with
overnight stops in remote mountain villages and high mountain huts.
A new edition of this long-term best-selling guidebook, with all the
information needed from initial planning to day-by-day trekking, including
details of accommodation and local facilities.

Key marketing points
• Fifth edition of this successful guide
• In 14 stages, this is one of the most beautiful long-distance paths in
Europe

About the author
Kev Reynolds is a freelance writer, photojournalist and lecturer. A prolific
compiler of guidebooks, his first title for Cicerone Press appeared in 1978.
A member of the Outdoor Writers- Guild, the Alpine Club and Austrian
Alpine Club, his passion for mountains and the countryside remains
undiminished after a lifetime's activity, and he regularly travels throughout
Britain to share that enthusiasm through his lectures.
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